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Education Mandate
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center (FSWC) is a non-profit organization with the goal of
inspiring and empowering Canadians to raise their voices in support of freedom, democracy,
and humanity. FSWC’s work is focused on outreach, advocacy and education as a means of
furthering its goals and advancing Canadian society as a whole.
Incorporated in 1989 and affiliated with the worldwide Simon Wiesenthal Center
organization, FSWC is recognized as one of the leading voices on the Canadian human rights
landscape. With more than 30,000 members across the country, FSWC remains dedicated to
the belief that all human beings deserve equal rights and to be treated with respect. Most
importantly, FSWC operates on the understanding that these concepts can and must be
taught to today’s young people.
As a key branch of FSWC, the organization’s Educational Department develops and operates
a wide variety of programming and workshops aimed at primary and secondary students, as
well as teachers and front-line professionals. Grounded in the lessons of the Holocaust and
building on the history of successive world genocides, FSWC offers a wide variety of
programs which address issues of social justice and human rights.
FSWC’s educational programming seeks to empower and educate young Canadians in
accordance with the goals, values and criteria detailed in Ontario’s Curricula. The content of
FSWC’s educational workshops accord with the Ontario Ministry of Education’s revised 2013
Curriculum for grades 1 to 6 social studies, grades 7 and 8 history and geography, grades 9 to
12 Canadian and world studies, and more. Many of FSWC’s programs also support the gradespecific written and oral communication expectations for students set by the Ministry of
Education.
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Tour for Humanity
In addition to the classroom-based
workshops offered, FSWC’s Tour for
Humanity (T4H) functions as an integral
component of FSWC’s Educational
Department. The T4H is a 30-seat,
wheel-chair accessible, mobile human
rights education center used to bring
FSWC’s programming directly to students
and educators across Ontario.
Specific programming developed for the T4H aligns with current Ministry of Education
expectations as they relate to grades 6 to 12 media literacy, language and oral
communication skills, grades 9 to 12 Canadian and word history knowledge, grade 10 civics,
and grade 12 world religions and international law.
All T4H workshops are led by experienced FSWC facilitators and teachers are provided
access to educational materials in order to assist in preparing their students for T4H visits.
The T4H incorporates multimedia to provide students with a rich and interactive learning
experience. The T4H mobile classroom is equipped with a video wall consisting of 12 - 55”
LED screens and HD surround sound to further encourage students’ interest and
involvement.
To date, the T4H has visited over 100 schools across Ontario, reaching over 50,000 students.
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Tour for Humanity
FSWC offers three workshops on the T4H to meet the varying needs of educators and
students.
The Global Experience This workshop begins with a screening of a three-part documentary
series produced by FSWC focusing on The Holocaust, Universal Genocide and Real-World
Heroes. The Ten Stages of Genocide are then discussed in relation to the Holocaust and
student discussion is encouraged. Suitable for Grades 9-12.
The Canadian Experience In this workshop, students learn about a variety of topics in
Canadian history including the Indian Residential Schools System and the systemic
internment of Japanese Canadians during the Second World War. Following a review of the
past, current issues including cyber bullying and modern-day examples of intolerance are
examined and discussed. Suitable for Grades 6-10.
The Happy Experience Aimed at junior audiences, the goal of this workshop is to enhance
elementary school students’ ability to become proactive members of society by influencing
positive change. Stereotypes, racism and prejudice are defined and discussed in an
age-appropriate manner. Suitable for Grades 4-6.

Each T4H session is approximately 45 minutes to one hour in length. The bus can
accommodate one class of 30 students at a time, allowing for six classes or 180 students over
the span of a typical school day.
To book a T4H stop at your school, please contact a member of FSWC Education Department
at tourforhumanity@fswc.ca
For more information, please visit the T4H website at www.tourforhumanity.com
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Current Education & Diversity Workshops
Linked to Ontario Curriculum expectations
and content, FSWC’s workshops build on
lessons you deliver everyday in your own
classroom. Based on the Equity & Inclusivity
Strategy, workshops are a great tool to
address
Ministry
expectations
while
generating meaningful discussions that
challenge perspectives and offer further
understanding of often difficult subject
matter.
FSWC’s educational workshops operate out of the Tom & Anna Koffler Tolerance Training
Centre located in the organization’s Toronto offices. The Centre is a state-of-the-art
classroom equipped with interactive multimedia, including Turning Technologies voting tools,
in order to facilitate student participation. On average, over 10,000 Ontario students visit the
Center on an annual basis to take part in FSWC’s workshops, free of charge. The workshops
can also be conducted in individual schools by FSWC staff, for a fee.
Canada – Intolerant Attitudes & Creating Change In this workshop, students explore the
concepts of racism and prejudice as well as how these issues affect them and their
communities. Students will also learn about different forms of discrimination in Canada with
a focus on Antisemitism, racism and hate crimes as a means of creating awareness and
promoting dialogue and positive action. This program enables students to foster attitudes of
respect, tolerance and inclusivity in their homes, schools and communities.
Suitable for Grades 9-12. Four hours, including a 1 hour lunch break.
Leadership 101 – Diversity Training for Student Leaders This interactive, hands-on workshop
presents issues of diversity in a manner that shifts perspective and allows students to reflect
on their own diversity story. With a focus on transferable skills, students are provided with
the tools they need to promote respect and affect real change in their own schools and
communities. Suitable for Grades 9-12. Four hours, including a 1 hour lunch break.
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Current Education & Diversity Workshops
Lessons & Legacy of the Holocaust In this workshop, students will come to understand that
the Holocaust is not just a Jewish story, but a human story. This workshop explores the
history of the Holocaust and the attitudes and social forces that enabled one of the darkest
periods in human history. Students also have the opportunity to meet a Holocaust survivor,
listen to his/her testimony, ask questions, and gain a better understanding of the impact of
the Holocaust on both individual and collective levels. Students are encouraged to examine
the lessons they can draw from the Holocaust as individuals, citizens of a democracy, and as
Canadians. Two versions offered: Grades 4-8, Grades 9-12. Four hours, including a 1 hour
lunch break.
Genocide & the Power of Action In this workshop, students will explore the theoretical
framework used to define genocide. This framework is applied to three case studies of
genocide in order to allow students to understand where theory intersects with reality.
Students are also challenged to take action in response to genocide because, as Simon
Wiesenthal famously said, “The history of man is the history of crimes, and history can
repeat.” Suitable for Grades 9-12. Four hours, including a 1 hour lunch break.
Heroes Among Us This workshop investigates the idea of a hero, what defines a hero and the
role that heroes play in our everyday lives. Discussions related to character traits such as
respect, empathy, integrity and responsibility help students to analyze historical and modern
day figures, including Simon Wiesenthal, Romeo Dallaire and Malala Yousafzai, and
determine what makes them heroes. Students are also tasked with taking an introspective
look at their own defining characteristics and the ways in which they can be heroes and
affect positive change in their homes, schools and communities. Suitable for Grades 4-12.
Two hours.
Digital Hate – How Connected Are You? The internet can function as a forum for progress
and social change, but it is also used as a vehicle to spread hate and intolerance. This
workshop explores digital space and seeks to understand how it affects students’ lives. Issues
such as cyber bullying, digital hate and the real life consequences of these increasingly
dangerous and growing trends are explored. Two versions offered: Grades 4-8, Grades 9-12.
Two hours
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Current Education & Diversity Workshops
A Call to All – For Women’s Rights We Must Stand Tall Despite significant developments
over the course of the past century, gender inequities continue to persist. This workshop
explores issues affecting girls and women, both at home and abroad, as students are versed
in a conversation focusing on rights and freedoms. Although this is a workshop focused on
women’s issues, male students are encouraged to attend and participate. In order to create
real change in the area of women’s rights, men must be mobilized to act alongside women.
Students will leave informed, empowered and equipped with tools to affect real and positive
change. Suitable for Grades 5-12. Two hours.
The Canary in the Coal Mine: Antisemitism Old and New This workshop takes students
through an analysis of the history Antisemitism and explains how it functions as the “canary
in the coal mine” of society. Over the years, there has been a correlation between the
increasingly negative treatment of Jewish people and the general decline of the rights and
freedoms for all members of society. History has taught us that when intolerant attitudes and
behaviours are accepted and normalized, democracy and civil rights are also in danger. This
workshop takes an in-depth look at society today and the pervasiveness of modern
Anitsemitism, racism and intolerance. Suitable for Grades 9-12. Two hours.
Propaganda: Reading through the Message Throughout the Holocaust and Second World
War, powerful forms of propaganda were used to persuade and coerce populations. This
workshop examines the different imagery, media and styles used in propaganda in the 1930s
and 1940s throughout both Europe and North America. The concepts of bias and
misinformation are explored in detail, leaving students with a stronger understanding of how
to read the subtle messages in today’s media. This workshop is an excellent complement to
high school media literacy programs and/or Holocaust education program. Suitable for
Grades 9-12. Two hours.
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Freedom Day
Since its inaugural celebration in 2011,
Freedom Day has been a cornerstone event
for Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center.
Every year, thousands of students and
supporters gather at Yonge-Dundas Square
to celebrate Canadian freedom and
democracy.
With Simon Wiesenthal’s legacy of tolerance, justice and human rights functioning as a
consistent theme throughout Freedom Day’s celebrations, this event helps students to
celebrate living in Canada while concurrently encouraging everyone to do their part to bring
about positive change.
Freedom Day is a two-hour celebration packed with musical performances and inspirational
speakers. Past Freedom Day speakers include Holocaust Survivor Max Eisen, Aboriginal
rights activist Wab Kinew, Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield, L. Gen. the Hon. Romeo
Dallaire, Olympic gold-medal winner Meagan Mikkelson and former child soldier Michel
Chikwanine.
The line-up for Freedom Day 2015 is set to be bigger and more motivational than ever
before!
Our next Freedom Day is scheduled for September 25, 2015.
For more information and to register your class, please email education@fswc.ca
Don’t miss this educational and inspirational event!
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Speakers Idol
Are you an elementary or secondary school
teacher with an exceptional class of
students?
Have your students demonstrated that they
have real ideas about how to make the world
a better place?

If so, encourage your students to enter Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center’s search for
Canada’s next Speakers Idol!
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center organizes an annual speech writing and public speaking
competition for elementary and secondary students. Students of all ages are asked to
prepare a three-minute speech commenting on Simon Wiesenthal’s quote: “Freedom is not a
gift from heaven; you must fight for it every day of your life.” Speeches should focus on the
importance of freedom and social justice in Canadian society.

Interested students should send their written speeches via email to education@fswc.ca by
Monday, April 6, 2015.
The top ten speeches will be presented before a panel of celebrity judges at our
Speakers Idol finale in Toronto on May 14, 2015.
Grand prizes of iPads, iPods and much, much more will be awarded.
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Wiesenthal Scholarships
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center offers educational scholarships in recognition of
exceptional students who have demonstrated a strong commitment to furthering Simon
Wiesenthal’s legacy of promoting tolerance, social justice and human rights.

The Wiesenthal Scholarships offer seven awards of $3,600 to individual students pursuing
post-secondary education and who can demonstrate their ongoing leadership and
involvement in activities that promote social justice and human rights and counter
Antisemitism, bullying, racism, homophobia and other forms of hatred. Scholarships are
awarded to outstanding Grade 12 students to assist with their university or college costs.
Application packages must consist of the following to be considered:
 High school transcripts demonstrating a minimum 80% average
 Two Reference Letters, including at least one from a teacher or other staff member
 Completion of the Wiesenthal Scholarship’s complete application package (located at
www.fswc.ca/scholarships), including a typed 1,000 word essay
The deadline for submissions is April 30, 2015.
Please send application packages by mail to the following address:
2015 Wiesenthal Scholarship Application
C/O Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies
5075 Yonge Street, Suite 902
Toronto, Ontario
M2N 6C6
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Zaglembier Society Scholarships
The Zaglembier Society is a group of Holocaust Survivors and their children from the Province
of Zaglembie, Poland. The Society is devoted to passing on their memories and experiences
to future generations as a means of ensuring that the horrors they witnessed as a community
during the Holocaust are never repeated.
The Zaglembier Society, in conjunction with Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for
Holocaust Studies, awards two $1,800 scholarships to post-Graduate students. Applicants are
asked to demonstrate their commitment to Holocaust studies as well as their on-going
commitment to Simon Wiesenthal’s legacy of promoting education and tolerance during
their post-Graduate career. Scholarships are open to full-time and part-time students
studying the Holocaust at the post-Graduate level (Masters and PhD).
Application packages must consist of the follow to be considered:
 Undergrad Transcript from each institution attended
 Proof of enrollment in post-Graduate program
 Essay answering all of the following (Maximum 1,500 words):
o Why have you chosen to pursue a post-Graduate degree with a focus on
Holocaust studies?
o What is your particular area of specialization within the field of Holocaust
studies?
o What are your professional and/or academic goals at the completion of your
studies?
 Two (2) letters of recommendation from academic sources
A review committee will interview qualifying candidates. Winners will be showcased and
scholarships will be awarded at a private awards ceremony.
Please send application packages by mail by May 31, 2015 to the following address:
2015 Zaglembier Society Scholarship Application
C/O Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies
5075 Yonge Street, Suite 902
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6C6
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Ambassadors for Tolerance
Ambassadors for Tolerance Awards are offered to high
school and post-secondary students who have started
or plan to start initiatives in line with Friends of Simon
Wiesenthal Center’s mission and vision. These Awards
aim to promote initiatives related to Holocaust studies
and remembrance, tolerance, genocide, human rights
and community-building by helping students cover
associated expenses.

Sample qualifying projects may include:
 Running a workshop about diversity and tolerance for fellow students or community
members
 Organizing an event promoting dialogue and understanding between two or more
cultural groups
 Organizing a book club focused on human rights related literature in your class or
community
 Starting a club promoting human rights and social justice in your high school, college or
university.
Individual students are eligible for awards of up to $300. Awards of up to $1,000 are available
for classes and/or student clubs. For applicants under the age of 18, an adult sponsor who
will undertake to receive and provide an accounting of the funds is required.
For more information about the Ambassadors for Tolerance Awards or to submit an
application proposal, please email education@fswc.ca
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Law Enforcement Training
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center offers
full-day interactive, educational programming
designed for law enforcement personnel at all
levels. Police officers from across Ontario have
attended FSWC’s law enforcement training
programs to improve their ability to do their
jobs effectively and efficiently in increasingly
complicated and diverse environments.
The available workshops include:
Global Issues and Local Policing This targeted program works to breakdown the increasingly
complicated and globalized world in which we live. The program aims to develop essential
links between current events and the daily work of law enforcement officials on the ground
in Canada. Radicalization and hate crimes are examined with a focus on building the
necessary skills required to identify and address these prevailing issues effectively. To ensure
the information and delivery are especially useful for police officers, guest speakers are
included in the program to share their personal, first-hand experiences from the field.
Law Enforcement and Humanity: Diversity and Sensitivity Training This educational program
begins with an examination of the role of law enforcement in conflict from a historical
perspective. In the afternoon, the program shifts from historical analysis to the present day
through an exploration and analysis of Canadian issues surrounding multiculturalism,
diversity and tolerance. Officers will then have the opportunity to hear testimony from a
Holocaust survivor.
To inquire about upcoming dates for any of our law enforcement training programs, please
email education@fswc.ca
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From Compassion to Action
Beginning in 2010, Compassion to
Action’s aims to teach Canadians about
the potential tragic consequences of
hate firsthand.
The Compassion to Action initiative
arranges for high-level, influential
delegations of Canadians representing a
variety of professional backgrounds to
visit sites of the Holocaust throughout
Eastern Europe.

During their trip, participants are provided with opportunities to engage in educational and
meaningful discussions with experts in the field of Holocaust studies, allowing them to
understand the Holocaust in a historical context while making connections to its continued
relevance today.
Compassion to Action is a unique opportunity for Canadian police chiefs, politicians,
journalists and philanthropists to network and discuss how to combat hate and promote
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center’s ideals of freedom, democracy and humanity.
To learn more about this exciting initiative or to express an interest in joining future
Compassion to Action delegations, contact education@fswc.ca
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In-House Resources
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center Library
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center’s offices located at 902-5075 Yonge Street in North York,
Ontario, boasts a voluminous library of literary and video resources relating to Holocaust
studies, Antisemitism and intolerance. Resources include curriculum documents, books,
magazines and films, including Academy Award winning documentary films produced by the
Simon Wiesenthal Center’s production company, Moriah Films.
For information on the specific titles and works available at FSWC library, please visit our
website at www.fswc.ca
Avi Benlolo: Speaker and Advocate
In addition to the literary and cinematic resources available through FSWC, FSWC’s President
and CEO is a prominent Canadian human rights activist dedicated to promoting tolerance,
freedom and democracy. He regularly publishes commentary in leading Canadian
newspapers and is widely interviewed by media (print, television and radio) on a wide range
of issues, including analysis of world events, foreign and domestic policy, human rights and
social justice. Mr. Benlolo is currently among the top Canadian speakers and writers on
Antisemitism.
Mr. Benlolo’s academic focus includes in-depth research on the Holocaust, Antisemitism and
racism. Through his work on genocide studies, Mr. Benlolo documented survivor testimony
from multiple genocides around the world. In 2012, the Government of Canada appointed
Mr. Benlolo to the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education. In
addition, the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario recently awarded Mr. Benlolo the Queens
Diamond Jubilee Medal for service to Canada and his community. He was also recently voted
one of the top 50 most influential graduates of his alma-matter.
To book Mr. Benlolo for media commentary or speaking engagements, contact the
Press Department at (416) 864-9735 ext. 29.
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